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Abstract

Will the cooperation between Iran and the US prevail for a longer period of time in Middle Eastern strategic issues? The answer may not be simply: ‘Yes or No’. The answer may have various dimensions such as Syrian crisis, where both countries have a divergence of interests, Yemen’s political turmoil, which again a point of divergence for the US and Iran. Role of Hezbollah and Iran’s support to such kind of organizations in the region, which has been declared as a terrorist organization by the international community may not allow both countries to cooperate in the region. This study tries to focus on the nature of convergences and divergences between the two states over these regional issues in near future. Moreover, the study discusses the term ‘new détente’ in the Middle East.
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Introduction

The nuclear negotiation process provided ample time to both sides for revisiting respective foreign policies of US and the Iran. Furthermore, the threat of Islamic State (IS) has provided both sides broader prospects for cooperation in the region. Since the comprehensive nuclear accord, the US and Iran may have come into an informal agreed period of détente. The top leadership of Iran including its Supreme Leader, President and Foreign Minister publicly adopted softer approach for several months towards Western countries. President Hassan Rouhani had supported nuclear talks over the nuclear issue and expressed its support for broader regional cooperation not only with the US but with Arab countries too.¹ The high level comfortable environment coupled with internal top level assertive decisions by Hassan Rouhani would have long term impact on not only nuclear deal but also on broader regional issues with the US. Moreover, this shows that there is likely to be a shift in the regional politics, but many scholars consider it a drastic effect on the balance of power in the Middle East.
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This shift can manifest negative impact over Arab countries, particularly Saudi Arabia and United Arab Emirates (UAE) who are involved in supporting the militant groups of Syria (Al-Nusra Front), Al-Qaeda in Yemen. The sectarian divide has overshadowed the human rights, socio-economic development and security of states in the region. Therefore, every state perceives its relations either bilateral or multilateral through the lenses of sectarianism. This divide has provided a great deal of benefits to the US in particular and Israeli in general.

The sectarian divide has overshadowed the human rights, socio-economic development and security of states in the region. Therefore, every state perceives its relations either bilateral or multilateral through the lenses of sectarianism. This divide has provided a great deal of benefits to the US in particular and Israeli in general.

The consensus of Iran and the US over the replacement of Iraqi former Prime Minister Maliki shows a sign of informal détente between the two states. The sustainability of cooperation between the US and Iran seems difficult, however, if it sustains for some time than there are chances that this cooperation would further improve the security situation in the region. Iranians had pegged regional or broader cooperation with the US to the nuclear deal. Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei and President Rouhani have categorically said that the regional cooperation with the US, particularly against Islamic State (IS) is only possible if there would be permanent nuclear agreement pen down. This shows that after the comprehensive nuclear deal the chances of cooperation on regional issues have become more brighten.

Iraq has remained the main victim of the US and Iran’s power struggle in the Middle East. Since the US invasion in Iraq, various episodes of cooperation and competition trembled the Iraqi security, political and economic structure. The Shiite paramilitaries were established and trained in modern fighting techniques by the Quds force in Iraq over the last one decade which increasingly became an effective instrument of Iran in bargaining with the extra regional forces. During the seizure of Najaf city in 2005, Muqtada Al-Sadar had evacuated the city and Iran played its role as mediator in the conflict between the US security forces and local Shiite paramilitary and demonstrated its political and strategic influence on Iraqi politics. But once again here, one can see some sort of informal understanding. Iraqi Shiite militias had not targetted the US interest in the country for few months. In response, the US has provided full air support in every operation against the Islamic State (IS), which, though some scholars believe is the coincident while some believe that all these attacks were pre-planned and with the consent of Iraqi Shiite militias, particularly by the Al-Badar.
Moreover, the US air force has stopped its operations against the forces who were loyal to Syrian president Bashar-Al-Asad which is again a sign of détente in the region between the two countries. The Syrian militias who are loyal to Syrian president were targeted by the US Air Force when they were fighting against the Al-Nusra front. They were targeted by the US in the name of fight against the extremists. Hence, they had lost various small battles against the Islamic State (IS) on various fronts due to the US intervention. But now the table has turned to other side, the US has not targeted these Shiite militias which some scholars believe have relations with Hezbollah. This support to Shiite militias who are fighting against those who want to change the regime in Syria is indirectly helping the Iranian interest, i.e., strengthening Bashar-Al-Asad’s rule in Syria. Though, the US official stance against the Syrian government is clear, i.e., it wants to change the ruler’s face in Syria but the actions of the US are quite different to its official stance as these actions are helping Syrian forces to further diminish the threat against the Syrian regime.

Why this Strategic Policy Shift Occurred?

The western scholars claim that Obama administration was keen to have cordial relationship with Iran since 2009 but it was fault at Iran’s side that dispelled a peaceful co-existence of two powers in the region. The political rhetoric of the then President Ahmadinejad and his blistering statements against the US and its top ally Israel in the region were considered the main constraint in normalization of relations between the US and Iran. However, the election of Hassan Rouhani had encouraged the Obama administration to once again extend its hand for normalization of relationship between the two countries.

The world has witnessed a strategic shift in the US policies towards Iran in 2011, when the drawdown of US forces was in process from Iraq. It was considered the failure of US policies in Middle East as after fighting an endless war for eight years from 2003-11; the US could not maintain the law and order in the country due to various types of insurgencies by ethnic and sectarian factions of society. The main hurdle in establishing peace in Iraq was considered to be the sectarian conflict which often the US alleged its origins to Iran. Therefore, the US decided to change its policy towards Iran for better cooperation in Iraq, particularly to control the Shiite militias through Iranian religious leaders. Though, Obama had faced serious criticism from the US Congress but he repelled all allegations by presenting a comparatively better and stable government in Iraq. Even his critics accept that the idea of seeking help to solve
Iraq’s political crisis had paved the way for better understanding of two countries, therefore, later the nuclear bargaining got immense speed towards its conclusion.

**Syrian Crisis**

Syrian crisis has two dimensions, i.e., positive as well as challenging for bilateral cooperation in the region for Iran and the US. Since the start of civil war in Syria, the US has supported various militias who were trying to overthrow President of Syria, Bashar Al-Assad. The overwhelming support to these militias later caused a menace for the US itself as these militias turned towards the US as hostilities. However, the US policy towards Syria which changed dramatically after the disposal of Syrian chemical weapons led towards another informal acceptance of Iranian influence in Syria. Despite Saudi Arabia’s consistent efforts, the US did not invade in Syria which served the greater interests of Iran in the region. Though, this action had affected the bilateral relations of Saudi Arabia and the US but the same policy helped Iran and the US to negotiate over nuclear controversy with more trust and hope.

If the US had invaded Syria, than the situation would have had drastic impacts on the region as well as on nuclear bargaining process between Iran and P5+1. Iran had signed mutual defence treaty in 2005 with Assad regime. This treaty assures Syrian government that in case of any aggression, the Islamic Republic will support Syrian government through direct and indirect military assistance. Moreover, Syrian security forces were also trained and equipped with Iranian made weapons since 2005. Though, Iran had signed that agreement in order to protect Syria from Israeli aggression but the civil war in Syria had changed whole dynamics.

Yet, some scholars believe that it was coincidence rather a long term strategy to cooperate on Syrian crisis. The critics believe that Obama administration was compelled to refrain from any kind of escalation after the United Kingdom (UK) parliament’s decision to avoid war against Syria. The decision of diplomatic resolve of issue was more appropriate by the Obama administration. The secretary of state John Kerry, who first time positively responded to Syrian regime by saying that ‘the US is agreed to not intervene in Syria if the Assad regime roll back its chemical weapons programme’. John Kerry, who was personally involved in dialogue process with Iran over nuclear
controversy had provided fair amount of leverage to its counterpart Javed Zarif and Iranian allies to solve this menace which responded positively by Iran.

Iranian top leadership relatively remained calm during the Syrian crisis. They did not use their usual political rhetoric coupled with their provoking statements which often Israel wants to use as an opportunity to invade in Iran. Moreover, President of Iran had provided humanitarian assistance, i.e., helping Syrian civilians with food items and medicines which compelled European community to refrain from any intervention in Syrian territory.

But sanity prevailed when the US decided after the greater diplomatic efforts by President of Iran Rouhani, in order to calm down the escalation. Iranian officials met regularly with western community, particularly with European counterparts and told them the consequences of US invasion in Syria which had sent a clear signal to the Obama administration that Iranian nuclear talks were much more important as compared to invasion in Syria. Therefore, the US had accepted Putin’s plan, i.e., dismantling chemical weapons of Syria. Interestingly, Rouhani had used clerics or hardliners to solve this issue diplomatically. He advised Supreme Leader of Iran, who subsequently sent the Head of National Security and Foreign Policy of Majlis (Parliament of Iran), Ayatollah Alaeddin Boroujerdi who met with Syrian President and asked for peaceful resolve of the issue. This kind of political resolve helped the US and Islamic Republic to further find such kind of convergent points for more cooperation despite the severe criticism by hardliners of both sides.

Moderates in Iran are more inclined towards talks with the US not only for acquisition of nuclear technology but for broader cooperation in the region. Rouhani had won the elections on the basis of this notion coupled with economic development in Iran, which is linked with cooperation with international community.

Yemen’s Instability

Middle East has witnessed various insurgencies or revolutions in recent years. The Houthi insurgency has also threatened the US interests in the region. Abed Rabbo Mansour Hadi, the former president of Yemen was very close to the US and Obama administration. He was protecting American interests in the region particularly by fighting with Al-Qaeda outfit. Moreover, he was friendlier towards Saudi regime. On the contrary, people were feeling resentment against
the US; hence, there was a wider gap between the Yemeni president and its public. Therefore, people supported the group known as ‘Houthis’ who were struggling to get rid of Al Mansoor.

The group Houthis is not a new group in Yemeni politics. It was originated in 1990 under the name of 'Shabab al-Momineen (the Youth Believers).\textsuperscript{22} It was a group of students who decided to provoke anti US sentiments among masses. Various scholars believe that these young students were inspired by the Iranian revolution and Khomeinian thoughts.\textsuperscript{23} Later, they got public support particularly by Shiite Zaidis which helped them to consolidate power in western Yemen in early 2000s decade.\textsuperscript{24} However, they were not as powerful and assertive as they are now in recent years. According to Houthis, the government had targeted their top leadership since 2004 to 2011. Hundreds of Houthis were either killed or perished by government security forces which kept Houthis contained in western parts of the country.\textsuperscript{25}

The struggle of Houthis is also different as compared to other fractions of Yemen. Houthis mostly remain non-violent until and unless they put along the wall by their opponent. Larger protests, streets and road blockade are their main weapons which they use through public’s support. Since 2014, Houthis has used these non-violent means for various times in order to accumulate power. Interestingly, thousands of people gather in their rallies within very short span of time,\textsuperscript{26} which some scholars believe is the major source of power. The US invasion in Iraq provided strong argument to Houthis which they manipulated publically and augmented strong support of public.\textsuperscript{27} Hussain al-Houthi was the first leader who publically protested against the former president who was dearer to the US. Though, he was killed by the security forces but he had set tone for unprecedented replacement of regime in Yemen.

The government of Yemen had also unintentionally supported Houthis movement which toppled the regime.\textsuperscript{28} Later, Arab spring had set momentum which supported Houthis interests and former president resigned from presidency in 2012 which left a vacuum in Yemeni political process. Abdul Hadi, who was elected as president of Yemen after a fragile peace deal between various fractions of Yemeni political forces could not sustain pressure from rebel forces for more than 2 years.\textsuperscript{29} He remained unable to either vanish the opposition forces or to solve their problems which often associated with the sectarian rift,
lack of economic opportunities and most importantly the interference of the US which ignites the common citizens of the Yemen.30

Yemeni politics is now no more a struggle of words; it has become a heaven for the stronger that could protect itself from intruders. Numerous groups are fighting with each other in order to consolidate their power in the capital Sanaa, Yemen.31 In this context, Houthis had started their offensive operation against security forces in September 2014 and astonishingly captured vast part of Yemen’s territory.32 The sudden and successful operation of Houthis had raised various questions such as whether these Houthis were backed by Iran or not? How much they have capability? Whether they will only confine themselves to Yemen? How much the US and its ally Saudi Arabian interests are on stakes? These all questions had not only raised American concerns but also the Saudi regime is looking it as threat to its national security.

The Iranian role in the Houthis insurgency is very complicated. Arab states mostly Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates (UAE) and Qatar have accused Iran for its support to Houthis Shiites.33 These accusations have sparked a rift between Sunni Arabs and Shiite Arabs.34 Therefore, the Houthis has denied these accusations35 as the support from Iran would diminish their support by common Yemeni citizen. Interestingly, Iran has not denied such allegations and categorically said that its Quds forces are supporting Houthis armed members.36 Quds forces are active in training and equipping weapons to the Houthis which increase their capabilities against their rivals, particularly the security forces for Yemen.37 In this regard, the US has also alleged Iranian role, while the Middle Eastern security advisor of Obama administration has said that the sudden move from western parts of Yemen to capital Sanaa by Houthis could not possible without external support which linked with Iran.38 However, the Houthis has increased the value of Iran in the region which the US had accepted during the nuclear bargaining process by saying that ‘Iran can play much important role in the region as it is playing for many years’. Therefore, some scholars believe that Houthis insurgency in 2014 when Iran was engaged in negotiation process with the US led P5+1 was a move to assert Iranian value in the region and they used Yemen as bargaining chip for nuclear negotiations process39

Though, the US has lost its friend in Yemen as it had lost in Iran in 1979,40 but still there are hopes of cooperation between Iran and the US in Yemen, particularly against Al-Qaeda. Houthis are fighting severe war against Al-
Qaeda and allegedly, Iranian forces are supporting them.\textsuperscript{41} In this case, the US would get benefit by witnessing of elimination of Al-Qaeda in the country. In this regard, US can support financially and militarily in order to get rid of Al-Qaeda menace as it is doing in Iraq against Islamic State (IS).\textsuperscript{42} Moreover, this point of convergence may open new doors of cooperation between Houthis and the US. However, Sunni Arab states, particularly Saudi Arabia would not welcome such kind of cooperation which would be a testing point of foreign policy of the US. However, if Houthis do not cooperate with the US as they have slogan of non-interference in Yemen might hurt American interests not only in Yemen but also in the region. Moreover, it would become a stronghold or a check post of Iran which can launch attack on Saudi Arabia in order to assert more pressure on Saudi regime.

**Hezbollah**

Since 1981, Iran has been time and again remained under severe criticism by western community due to its support for Hezbollah.\textsuperscript{43} It has been remained a source of concern for the US allies in the region while it has proved as an asset for Iran on many occasions. Though, Syrian government has also supported Hezbollah, but the main assistance, training, intelligence sharing and political support remained by Iran. The supporting tactics to Hezbollah by Iran has been changed dramatically after 9/11 incident. Therefore, the cooperation between Hezbollah and Iranian Revolutionary Guards Corps (IRGC) has become complicated process. The Israeli Defence Forces (IDF) claims that various Iranian businessmen support the terrorist organization financially.\textsuperscript{44} Moreover, they claim that the members of Hezbollah organization get training from Iran when they go for pilgrimage in Iranian holy cities.\textsuperscript{45} The weapons which are used against Israel mostly found Iranian made.\textsuperscript{46} This covert support has always been denied by Iran and rejected Israeli allegations.\textsuperscript{47}

Iran can increase the intensity of conflicts as well as decrease the level of conflict in the region through this organization. However, in past it has used Hezbollah in order to detract the attention of the western community over Iran's nuclear activities. Moreover, it has used Hezbollah as a source of power in areas where Iran cannot launch missile attacks. The old tradition of enmity between Arabs and Persians limited Iran from any provoking incident against Arab states. Even Saudi Arabia has time and again highlighted this factor that a Persian state cannot rule on Arabs.\textsuperscript{48} However, due to Arab origin of Hezbollah, Iran can use it against Arab countries particularly during any crisis where Arabs would support
Iranian rivals. Hence, any attack on Iran can open new fronts in Middle East, particularly from Hezbollah. Therefore, the US would not try to directly attack on Iran in near future. However, it may ask Iran for cooperation and de-escalation of conflict from Hezbollah to Israeli borders. The first episode of this example can be witnessed as amid negotiations process

**US-Iran Convergence of Interests against ISIS**

The Islamic State (IS) has provided unprecedented opportunity of cooperation between the US and Iran in Iraq. War against terrorism which often Iran associated as 'war against Islam', has eventually become Iran's war due to presence of 'radical Islamists' in its neighbouring country.

However, many scholars believe that if the cooperation between Iran and the US takes place officially, than this cooperation should not overwhelmingly strike Islamic State rather it needs to counter Islamic State through counter-narrative, compensating Iraqi Sunni citizens politically and economically. Otherwise, Islamic State's narrative, i.e., 'Rome (Europe) is supporting the infidels (Shiites)' would be strengthened in Arabs' minds. Therefore, this cooperation should not cross the limits in countering Islamic State. However, the US should be keener towards balancing between Gulf States hence, the cooperation between Iran and the US would remain fragile.

**US-Iran Cooperation and Israeli Factor**

The most important and influential ally of the US in Middle East has unprecedented concerns over the US foreign policy towards Middle East which now various scholars are calling 'Re-balancing of Middle East policy'. The US is supporting Israel since its inception. Israel remained largest aid recipient of the US. However, this relationship has taken new dimension since comprehensive nuclear deal has signed by Iran and P5+1. Israel had criticized the negotiations process between Iran and P5+1 and now extensively criticizing this nuclear deal. It has raised various concerns over the developments of negotiations process. Obama time and again has assured to Israel and the US public that the deal with Iran would not threaten Israel or the US security. In this context, he said that 'nuclear deal which is in double digits will be benefited to refrain Iran from nuclear weapons capability'. Moreover, he has denied the concerns of Netanyahu and appealed for better understanding of time and constraints which the US is facing in the region.
Hence, the cooperation between Iran and the US over regional security issues would face severe challenges due to Israeli proactive reaction not only in the region but within the US also. Jewish lobby may try its level best to counter the emerging cooperation between the two countries. The Netanyahu’s speech in Congress is the first active effort of Israel and may be more to come. Therefore, any security incident in the region in general and against Israel in particular might affect the cooperation or informal détente between the two countries.

US-Iran Cooperation and Saudi Factor

Saudi Arabia and Iran were allies of US since the second world war. After Iranian revolution 1979 these relations became strained. It is fear of not only a different sect but a different race [Arab vs Persian] which compelled Saudi Arabia to bandwagon with the US. The cooperation was at its epic when both nations found their interests beyond the region particularly in Afghanistan. Saudi Arabia had tried to launch a war of narratives in Middle East and in some parts of South Asia which was supported by the US for more than two decades. At that particular time, it was in the interest of the US to support the narrative of ‘Jihad’ in order to contain former Soviet Union (USSR) in Middle East. Hence, the Saudi Arabia and Salafi ideology was the sole anti-communist community in Middle East who declared communism against the spirit of Islam.

Saudi Arabia had not supported the US nuclear negotiation process with Iran due to various factors. Firstly, the re-balancing Middle East would undermine the status of Saudi Arabia in the region. This status is pre-requisite for the monopoly over Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) in order to fix the price and quantity of oil production. If Saudi monopoly affects due to any sort of cooperation between the US and Iran, it would be impossible that Saudi regime accept this cooperation. Moreover, it would not be in the interest of the US also, because the oil prices are often used as weapon against adversaries by the US. Moreover, the cooperation between the US and Iran would undermine the US support in security affairs of Middle East, where Saudi Arabia and Iran are indulged with their respective proxies. Both countries want to see each other economically weak and strategically susceptible. Hence, Saudi Arabia recently has offered Israeli Defence Forces (IDF) its cooperation against any attack over Iran. The Saudi Arabian cooperation is more important which would encourage Israel to attack on Iranian nuclear facilities. Israel can use Saudi space for any attack against Iran which would hold Israel to be more accurate against Iranian nuclear facilities,
because, it may be perceived that after Saddam Hussain, new Iraqi government would not allow Israel to use its space for any potential attack against Iran.

The US will lose its main ally in the region.\(^5\) The Saudi regime is a time tested friend of the US who always helped the later in protecting its interests through proxies and funding in numerous places and among various state and non-state actors. Saudi Arabia has more than once indicated that the Iranian nuclear programme can start nuclear arms race in the region.\(^5\) This perspective is a kind of threat that if world will fail to prevent Iran from acquisition of nuclear weapons than Saudi Arabia and its Arab allies\(^5\) would do their best to acquire the same weapons in order to balance the power in the region. Therefore, it would be difficult issue for the US to convince Saudi authorities over any possible deal between Iran and P5+1. Saudi Arabia as compared to last 36 years is now more vocal since one year in criticizing the US policies towards Iran. Saudi authorities had criticized interim deal between Iran and six major powers and now also criticizing nuclear agreement.\(^5\) The foreign ministry of Saudi Arabia said that ‘the objective of both sides is same as both want to contain Iran from nuclear arsenals acquisition but the approaches are different’.\(^5\) Saudi Arabian criticism over ongoing negotiation process was not a sign of distrust over the US but over the Iranian authorities and their active engagement in Middle East, therefore, Saudi Arabia was conscious to back any permanent deal between the major power of the world and Iran. This opposition would affect the ongoing process as both nations cannot abandon their long term relationship on a single matter. The Saudi opposition to this deal and negotiation process over regional issues would limit the prospects of cooperation between the US and Iran on regional issues.

**Conclusion**

The cooperation of the US and Iran over regional issues as well as over bilateral relations is still bleak but the hostility would not be witnessed in years to come. The differences of interests between the countries in region particularly due to more active engagement of Israel and Saudi Arabia would not allow both countries to think about cordial relationship. But the escalation of conflicts, every option is on the table, nuclear facilities will be destroyed and the US is great ‘Satan’ will no longer be parts of news in world media. After more than 36 years of rift, the US and Iran have realized that the hostility between the two countries is not solving regional issues, rather this hostility is creating more instability in the region. Therefore, both countries need to revisit their policies.
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